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CHAPI'ER

I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Introduction
D1s1llusionment with traditional methods of evaluating
linguistic performance in children has motivated reoent
experimentation testing the value of new language measure s .
One such language measure i s the le ngth-complexity index
(LCI ) as first proposed by Shrine r (1967 ) .

While the LCI

aooring procedure s (Miner, 1969 ) and the temporal reliability
(Barlow and Miner, 1969 ) have been di scussed in the litera
ture, 1ts construct validity remains an unanswered que stion .
Construct validity may be de fined aa the psychological
mean1ngtulness of the test (Lyman, 196J ) .

From construct

validity the re sults of a test whioh logically should be
obtained can be pred1oted 1f the test i s valid .

The pre

diction ls stated 1n terms of a coefficient ot correlation
which lends itself to a stati stical test of s1gn1r1oanoe .
In this way, a check is made of the validity of both the
test and 1ta underlying theory.

For the purpose ot this

1nvest1gat1on, construct validity will be used .

Construct

validity involves a correlation between test scores and
values of another var1able1 however, the outside variable 1s

2
not really a criterion, even though 1t 1a a variable which
should relate logically to the test.

Traditionally, another

teat which purports to measure the same parameter• of the
test in queat1on 1a used a s the outside variable.

However,

in this instance, such a procedure seems unwarranted since
the Talidit;r and reliability ot existing language measures is
queat1onable.

Min1fie. Darle7, and Sherman (1963) found

relatively low temporal reliability for the language measures
(mean length of response, mean of the five longest responses,
number or one word responses� standard deT1ation of response
length, number of different words. structural complexity
scores. and the type-token ratio) they investigated.

It

appears that language measure s obtained from 50 re sponse
language samples are not consistent from day to day.
Shriner ' s

(1969) research indicates that reaponae length

does not appear to be a significant indicator ot expressive
language for children who are approximately five years of age
and older, because of increased response variability.
Therefore. re searchers must resort to a more mean1ngtul out
side criterion in order to assess LCI construct validity.
Sherman, Shriner, and Silverman (1965) have suggested
that the impression language makes upon others might serve as
a useful outside criterion.

Thia approach is baaed on the

assumption that measuring language development 1a primarily
a perceptual phenomenon; that is,. evaluations of language
ability,

in the final anal;rsia., are based on judgments from

human observers.

As a consequence, 1t 1t can be demonstrated

that observers' judgments are predictable, the validity of
psychological evaluations can be assessed 1n terms of the
amount of agreement among observers.

The observers' Judgments

oan be transformed into measurements according to various
psychological scaling method.a.

It observers repeatedly

generate diverse scale values. they obviously have different
referrent1al systems tor assigning numbers to st1mul1.

on

the other hand, high observer agreement would be interpreted
to mean (1)

that essentially the same standard was utilized

in assigning scale values to stimuli and (2)

the stimuli

have basically the same peroeptual impact on the observers.
Observer agreement ls the variable that is logically related
to LCI scores: therefore, it is appropriate to use this
variable to compare with LCI values.

The LCI could be

considered a valid measure of expressive language ability if
it could be demonstrated that LCI scores have a high positive
correlation with psyohologioal scale values derived from
observers' ratings or expressive language ability.

This high

positive correlation also would satisfy the definition of
construct validity.
Recent research by Sherm.an, Shriner� and Silverman

(1965) and Shriner (196?) utilized psychological aoale values
obtained from observers' ratings to assess the developmental
level of verbal output in children.

The general approach in

both studies was to make comparisons among correlation

4
ooeffioients obtained for the purpose of estimating relation
ships between various measures of language development for
the same set ot
studies,
pictures,
study

50

samples of children's language.

In both

Judges rated entire response segments to stimulus
not individual utterances.

(1965 )

The Sherman e� al•

concluded by questioning the validity of the

structural complexity score

(Templin,

1957 ) and

by suggesting

that psychological scaling of ch1ldreh1s language could
provide new and usefUl tools for the study of and the assess
ment ot children's language development.
multiple-regression procedure,

Utilizing a

Shriner and Sherman

(196 7 )

found that the best single predictor ot degrees of language
development was the mean length of response
follow-up study,

Shriner

(196? )

(MLR).

In a

used four linear mult1ple

regression analyses to determine the best composite of
several language measures for predicting scale values of
language development derived from observers' ratings of
child language samples for four different categories.

He

found that a combined length-complexity measure remained as
the single,

best predictor of psychological scale values of

language development for children of five years of age and
youngeri that is,

a length-complexity index (LCI) more

sensitively reflected the impression language makes upon
observers than traditional, independent language measures
tor children ot this age category.
The multiple-regression analyses by Shriner

(196 7 )

5
speoif1ed the oomb1nat1on of parameters

(sentence length and

complexity) which may correlate highly with observers'
Judgments of linguistic maturity in ohildren.
reported a oorrelat1on of
logical scale values.

o. 87

Shriner

between the LCI and psycho

In this instance,

observers were again

rating entire response segments to stimuli; whether a
correlation of the same magnitude would be obtained with
individual utterances as the teat stimuli is not known.
Moreover,

the multiple-regression technique by itself does

not mean that the derived parame ters are necessarily the
only s1gn1t1oant dimensions 1ntluenc1ng observers'

ratings.

There .may be other parameters that correlate highly with
those derived from the multiple-regression analyses.
other words,

In

while the multiple-regression equation predicts

which relevant variables should correlate highly with
observers'

ratings,

it does not,

reject this prediction.

essentially,

confirm or

In order to validate the results

of multiple-regression analyses, the parameters thought
releTant would need to be systematically varied to see if
the outcome of observers• ratings can be predicted.
current stage ot development,

In its

it is not known whether the

LCI oan adequately predict observers' ratings or the degree
of language development.
In a recent study,

Paner and Silverman

(1969)

assessed

the ability or observers to reliably rate single utterances
for an attribute of language development and to assess the

6
influence of mode of stimulus presentation
auditory ) upon these ratings.

( visual or

Statistical analyses of the

date indicated that observers can reliably scale single
utterances tor the language attribute rated.

The intraclass

correlation coefficient tor assessing the reliability of the
scale values for both auditory and visual presentations
exceeded 0.98.

The correlation between sets of scale values

for auditory and visual presentations of the stimuli was 0.96,
which indicates that both modes of stimulus presentation
result in a similar ordering of the stimuli.

The authors

concluded by recommending that additional psychological
scaling experiments are needed in which observers assign
scale values to stimuli that hold sentence length constant
and permit complexity to systematically vary.
In summary, the results of several recent investi
gations

( Nelson, 1966; Sherman, Shriner, and Silverman,

1965: Shriner, 1967; Shriner and Sherman, 1967; Sherman and
Silverman, 1968: Miner and Silverman, 1969) provide strong
evidence that psychological scaling can be usefUl for
various purposes in the assessment of children's language
development, including its use as an outside validity
criterion for the evaluation of new measures of linguistic
performance.

This study represents a systematic continuation

of the research initiated by the above investigators.

The

general purpose of this investigation was to assess the
construct validity ot the LCI.

Specifically, the following

7
questions were posed at the outset of this study:

1.

Can observers reliably scale single utterances repre
senting 57 different grammatical structures obtained
from child language samples?

2.

What is the relationship between LC! scores and observers'
Judgments of 1ntr1cacy or language?

J.

Based on the results of this study, what, if any, changes
in the LCI scoring procedure are indicated?

CHAP!'ER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Psychological soal1ng methodology enables one to
quantify the perceptual impact that various speech and
language disorders have on observers

(Young,

1969).

Examples include studies suoh as those of Morrison {1955),
Sherman and Moodie

(1957), and Sherman and Morrison (1955)

where they quantified or gave a numerical value to articu
lation severity: studies such as those or Sherman and Lewis

{1951 ) . Sherman and Trotter (1956), and CUllinan, Prather,
and Williams

{1963) applied psychological scaling method

ology to the auditory characteristics, frequency, and
severity or stuttering.

Psychological scaling procedures

have also been used to evaluate other speech disorders;
Sherman and Linke {1952)

and

Rees (1958) used an interval

scale to determine whether the variation of vowel count
had any effect on perceived harshness.
It has been demonstrated that psychological scaling
can be usefUl tor various purposes in the assessment or
children's language developmn t as the result of recent
investigations {Elliott, Hirsh,

and

Simmons,

1968; Nelson,

1966; Sherman, Shriner. and Silverman, 1965: Shriner. 1967:
Sherman and Silverman,

1968).

For these 1nvest1gat1ons the

8
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method ot equal-appearing intervals (&iward.a., 1957) was used.
The psychological rating scale methods evaluated by Sherman
and Silve rman (1968) for their usefulne ss 1n measuring a
specific aspect of children's language development-
intricacy of language usage were equal-appearing interval s ,
successive intervals , and direct magnitude estimation.
Recent experiments te sting the value of new language
measures were prompted by d1s1llua1onment with conventional
means ot as•ess1ng child language.

Although mean length of

response seems ad�quate for some purposes, the arbitrary
weighting system, the structural complexity score , proposed
by Templin (1957) to evaluate the grammatical categories of
children ' s language development has been que stioned (Darley
and Moll , 1960; Min1fie , Darley, and Sherman, 196J).
NUmeroua inve stigators have analyzed length of response
independently of complexity of reaponse .

Because language

production increases in length as well as in complexity
with increasing chronological age, and because the weighting
system used t o assess complexity of response was questioned
(Darley and Moll. 1960: M1n1fie , Darley, and Sherman, l96J),
a procedure which combines both length and complexity of
response into a single measure may prove to be more use:t"ul
tor research or clinical purposes than either of these
measures used independently (Shriner, 1969).

One

of the most

widely used measures of children ' s language is the Mean
Length of Response (MLB).

However, recently certain
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1nvest1gat1ons (Shriner, 1969i M1n1f1e, Darley, and Sherman,
196J) have indicated that the MLR is not a valid measure of
language development .

Shriner (1967 ) in comparing selected

measures with psychological scale values of language
devel opment found that 1n the multiple-regre ssion analysis
the length-complexity measure remained as the single, best
predictor of psychological scale values of language develop
ment .

As the mean age of the groups for analysis increased,

MLR lost significance as a predictor.

Barlow and Miner

(1969 ) assessed the temporal reliability of the Length
Complexity Index (LCI ) and the MLR.

They found the intra

class correlation coefficient for MLR was r
1
to r
1

c

•

o.6� compared

o . 80 for the LCI, for the individual child ' s responses

on subsequent retests of single 50-response language samples .
This indicates that there is cona1derable var1ab111ty of MLR
as a measure of a child ' s daily verbal language performance.
A

length-complexity measure was formed (Shriner,

1969 ) by relying on the research of Menyuk (1964a ) and
Cazden ( 1965 )

•

Menyuk (l964a ) reported that complex! ty was

not related simply to increasing sentence length or pro
portion or usage or what has been termed compound or complex
sentences.

Increasing complexity, according to Menyuk, 1 s

proceeding from the most general rule to the application of
increasingly differentiating rules.

She reported, for

example, that to conjoin two sentences, or to delete and
substitute as in relative clauses requires the appreciation
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of certain rules.

If

a child uses a rule to generate a

sentence and then proceeds to conjoin two or possibly three
similar sentences, the utterance would be obviously
increasing in length; however, the utterance would not be
increasing in complexity.
Further experimentation with transformations or
psyohologioal scaling procedures may help to develop a
weighting method with equal units that will eventually
prove worthwhile in cl1n1oal evaluation.
(1961, p. JJ4) has statedi

As Carroll

"If such developmental scales

could be established, they would probably be more meaning
ful than such indices of language development as mean
sentence length."

As a result ot this need, the length

oomPlexity index (LCI) has been proposed as a more sensitive
measure of verbal maturity in children than the mean length
ot response or the structural complexity score.
Psychological scaling methods have been employed as
a means of assessing the psyoholingu1st1o reality or this
measure.

The LCI ls a linguistic measure designed to make

a composite analysis of sentence length and sentence com
plexity.

Both length and complexity are considered together

(not independently) according to a numeric weighting system.
It is a modified combination of two previous measures, the
mean length of response (McCarthy, 1954, chapt. 9) and the
structural complexity score (Templ�n, 1957, p. 81).

The

LCI measure is based on the research of Menyuk (l964a),
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Cazden (1965), and Bellugi (1964) and was first synthesized
by Shriner (1967).

The child's final LCI score is the sum

of his noun phrase (NP) points plus verb phrase (VP) points
plus additional points (AP) for each sentence divided by
the number of sentenoes -(NS). .Put differently,
NP + VP + AJ?
2
l
LCI
(Miner, 1969).
NS
•

Psychological scaling methods have been employed as
an outside validity criterion :for measures of expressive
language ability in children.

In other words, it serves as

a means of assessing the validity of �ewly developed measures
of verbal output.

Psycholog1oal rating-scale methods thus

might provide measures usefUl for evaluation of the
validity of the 1nd1ces currently used.

When do1ng psyoho

logioal scaling experiments a number of procedural problems
arise.
utilize.

One must first determine which scaling method to
Sherman and Silverman (1968) round 1n their study

that the three sets of scale values derived by the method
of equal-appearing intervals and the method of successive
intervals rank ordered the samples in almost identically
the same manner (J:

a

0.995).

Since the two methods result

in such closely related scale values, the method of equal
appear1ng intervals, because o:f the simpler computational
procedures is usually the preferred one.

The correlation

of the direct magnitude estimation mean scale values with
the equal-appearing intervals and successive intervals
scale values was high (0.92).

Scale values obtained by the

13

three methods appear to differ very little in their use
tu1ness, at least for the kind of stimulus used in this study.
In equal-appearing intervals, the observer divides
his psychological continuum into categories of equal w1dth,
then assigns a category number to eaoh stimulus.

Direct

ID$gn1tude estimation requires that the observer state the
ratio between each sample and some standard stimulus; e.g.
twice as severe,

half as severe.

In both procedures the

numerical ratings are usually average over observers rather
than over repeated judgments of the same observer.

The

category scaling method of equal-appearing intervals is
the most popular technique because of its ease or adminis
tration, reliability of scale values,

and minimal underlying

assumptions concerning the observers' ab111t1es
Downs, 1968).

(Young and

other procedural problems concern the nature

of the stimuli to be scaled, such as auditory versus visual
presentation and the rating of single utterances versus
rating of entire response segments.
In psychological scaling methciology there are basic
assumptions to be made when it is applied to speech dis
orders.

Psycholog1oal scaling procedures when applied to

speech disorders differ from. their clasa1oal usages in some
important ways (Young, 1969).

The stimulus dimensions of

disordered speech are nonmetr1o and mu1t1d1mens1onal.
is not handicapping if it oan be demonstrated that the
observer judgments of a part1oular class ot noll!letric

This
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events are as predictable and manipulable as if the stimulus
dimension had a direct physical correlate .

The multi

dimensional nature of most speech st1mul1 is a more impor
tant problem.

Speech stimuli usually differ from one another

in more than one respect .

For this reason, validity of such

psychological measurements should be examined in terms of
the amount of agreement among the observers.
response numbers for the same stimulus

are

If observers '

grossly dis

similar, then one could question whether the dimension
being evaluated was sufficiently unidimensional tor the
numbers so generated to have any operational validity. or
whether the observers were able to ignore suft1ciently the
extraneous oharaoteristios of the speeoh sample.
There i s little in the literature to assist the
examiner 1n deciding the number of judges he needs to use
with the possible exception of information pertaining to
the magnitude of rel1ab111ty coefficients which have been
reported for scaling experiments in which different numbers
ot judges were used (e . g . , Edwards , 195 7 , pp. 94-95}.

�'Uch

information is of limited usefUlness since the number of
Judges reqU1red to attain a specific level or rel1ab111ty
would be expected to vary.

In the "typical" scaling

experiment , the size of the judging panel is fixed prior to
beginning the experiment and reliability of the scale values
is permitted to vary.

An alternative approach would be to

fix the minimum level of reliability desired for the scale
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values prior to beginning the experiment and permitting the
size of the Judging panel to vary.

This is referred to as

the method of sequential sampling (Silverman, 1968).

In

addition to providing control over reliability, this
solution would permit the size of the panel to be reduced
to a minimum .
Miner alld Silverman (1969) evaluated the relation
ship between length-complexity index scores and scale values
or degree of language development derived from observer
ratings.

The language samples to be scaled were presented

to the observers according to two different modesa

(l)

auditor1ly via playback of a tape recording prepared by
the experimenters and, (2)

visually via a typed manuscript.

All individual utterances were rated by the method of
equal-appearing intervals (&!wards, 1957) on a seven point
scale of degree of language development.

They found that

either auditory or visual presentation of the stimuli will
yield comparable resul.ta (._

m

0.9.56) i observers can

reliably eoale individual utterances from children' s
language samples (J:

•

0.984); and,

a

high relationship

exists between LCI scores and observers• Judgments of
degree of language development (J:

•

above 0.90).

This review of the literature seems to warrant the
following conclusions:
l.

Psychological scaling has provided a methodological
tool for the assessment of various attributes of speech
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and language behavior on observers
Morrison,

1955•

and Shriner,

2.

The

LCI

( Young, 1969;

Sherman and Trotter,

1956i

Rees,

1958;

1967).

appears to be a more sensitive measure in

assessing a child's verbal maturity than traditional
methods

J.

( Miner, 1969).

Paycholog1oal soaling methods can be employed as an
outside validity criterion tor measures ot expressive
language ability in children
Silvarman,

4.

( Sherman

and

1968).

The method of equal-appearing intervals is preferred
beoause of its ease of administration,
scale values,

and minimal underlying assumptions con

cerning observers' abilities

5.

reliability of

( Young

and Dolfns,

1968).

Auditory and visual presentations of stimuli yield
comparable results when they are rated aa aingle
utterances of children's language in determining
1ntr1oacy of language usage

6.

( Miner

and Silverman,

Observers can reliably scale individual utterances
from children's language samples
Silverman•

1969).

( Miner

and

1969).

CHAPI'ER III
SUBJECTS, PROCEDURE, EQUIPMENT
SUbJects a

Transcripts of tape recorded language

samples from the speech of 17 subjects, 10 males and 7
females, within two months of age five were available from
another experiment (Barlow and Miner, 1969).

Each of the

subjects had essentially normal intelligence as mea sure d
on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (DUnn, 1965:
mean IQ

=

101.4, s.d.

=

7.9), had normal hearing for the

speech frequencies, exhibited no obVious neuromuscular
impairment and was of lower middle socioeconom1o status
(Warner, Meeker, and Eells, 1949).

All of the subjects

were selected from the SUllivan, Illinois Public School
system.

The language samples obtained from the children

were evoked by reading readiness pictures.

A total of

2,550 utterances constituted the corpus from which the
items to be scaled were selected.

Each utterance was

analyzed according to the LCI scoring proce�ures (Miner,
1969).

This subject population comprised all of the chil

dren available who could meet the criteria for selection.

Prepara!(1on ot St1mµli :

The stimuli from which the

psychological scale values of language development were
obtained consisted of four pairs of grammatically matched
17

18

utterances randomly selected for each LCI point value one
through ten.

Each pair of utterances at each point level

consisted or a different type of syntactic structure .
constitued an initial corpus of 80 stimuli.

This

In addition,

22 examples of developmental language acquisition data as
discussed by Brown and Bellugi (1964) and cazden (196.5)
were included to test the psychological reality of the
sequence ot emergence data .

These samples were included to

determine it they would be rated according to the sequence
of emergence by the judging panel; that is, those appearing
late, according to Brown and Bellugi would receive higher
values while those appearing early would receive lower value
jUdgments.

Samples were taken directly from Brown and

Bellugi' s (1964) and cazden ' s (196.5) work .

Twelve samples

of the two categories of questions and four categories of
negatives taken directly from Miner's (1969) LCI scoring
procedures were included. to see if the judging panel would
rate the samples in the same

manner

as the scoring pro

cedures suggest; that is, assign scale values that are
proportionate to scoring weight .
assigned to the answer sheet .

The stimuli were randomly

A total of 114 individual

utterances were scaled.
Desor1pt1 gn of §cal1M Method.:

The psychological

scaling method ot equal-appear1ng.1ntervals (Ed.wards, 1957)
was selected as the preferred measurement tool .

Prior

research (.Elliot, Hirsh, and Simmons, 1968: Nelson, 1966;
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Sherman,

Shriner,

Silverman,

and Silverman,

1965i Shriner, 1967; and

1968 ) has demonstrated that this method 1s

reliable for purposes of soal1ng child language samples.
A seven-point equal-appearing intervals scale of intricacy
of language usage was used with � representing least
1ntr1oaoy of language usage and seven representing
most intricacy.

§eleot1qn of Judg1M Panel :

Judges who rated the

experimental samples were undergraduate students in the
.Department of Speech at Eastern Illinois University,

The

single restriction placed upon their selection was the
elimination of any student who had previously been enrolled
in a course in language development.

This restriction

seemed necessary in order that ratings would not be unduly
influenced by spec1f1c and extensive knowledge of the
particular language measure under study.

fresentation of �t1mµl1 :

The samples to be scaled

were presented to the observers visually,
manuscript.

via a typed

:6ach language sample was preceded by a number.

The judges recorded their judgments on the answer sheet to
the left of the identifying number of the language sample.
A sample answer sheet is included in Appendix I.

The

instructions to the Judges are shown 1n Appendix II.
Analyses of Judges'

Ratings:

sequential sampling (Silve rman,

The method of

1968) was used to determine

the number of judges for this experiment.

In this approach,
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the minimum level of reliability desired for scale values
is fixed prior to beginning the experiment and the s1ze of
the judging panel is permitted to vary.

The desired level

of reliability for this experiment was set at 0.95.
total of JJ judges rated 114 stimuli.
were transferred from the

answer

A

The judges' ratings

sheet to IBM data cards

from which atatistioal computation was made.

In order to

evaluate the rel1ab111ty of seale values, an intraclass
correlation coefficient for averages (Winer, 1962) was
computed.

To determine the relationship between LCI scores

and observers' judgments, a Pearson Product-Moment cor
relation coefficient was computed.

Both correlation

analyses were performed by an IBM 360 computer.

To test

tor significance of differences obtained 1n mean scale
values for each of the classes of grammar scaled, a � test
for significance was applied.
by computer.

This, too, was performed

CHAPI'ER IV
RESULTS•-DISCUSSION
The purpose of this 1nveat1gat1on was to assess the
construct validity of the LCI.

Specifically, three

questions were posed at the outset of this study.

This

chapter lists those questions, reports the statistical
computations, and interprets the results.
l.

can observers rellabl1 scale 11nsle ytttrances

representing 57 d1{te;ent g�arn•at1ofM. 1trsotures
obtained trom ob1ld language sa.mplea?
To answer the question posed, an intraclass correlation
coeft1cient for averages (Winer, 1962) was computed tor the
scale value ratings by the JJ judges.
0.97.

The obtained i: was

This value was interpreted to mean that i f the experi

ment were to be repeated with another random sample of
observers from the same population rating the same set of
stimuli, the resulting correlation between the ratings obtained
from the Judges would again be approximately 0 . 97 .

The

obtained i: of 0 . 97 suggests a high degree of reliability among
the Judges used for the scaling task.

The conclusion 1s drawn

that the ob•ervers can reliably scale single utterances
21
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representing 57 different grammatical structures obtained
from five year old child language samples.
2.

'What is the relat1onsh1p between LC ! SOOrel and
9bseryers' Judgments of 1ntr1caoy of

language usage?
The relationship between LCI scores and observers'
Judgments of intricacy of language usage (Msv) was assessed
by means of a Pearson Product-Moment correlation coett1cient.
Intricacy or language usage tor the purpose of this
experiment was defined as the ability to string word.a
together for the purpose of conveying information.
resulting 1: was 0.87.

The

Thie correlation ooeft1oient was

interpreted to mean that the two variables rank ordered them
selves in approximately the •am•

manner.

This suggests that

the LCI is a highly sensitive indicator of observers'
judgments of intricacy of language usage when thoae Judgments
are based upon single utterances.

This lends additional

support to the construct validity of the LCI.
In an effort to turther analyze the relationship
between LCI scores and observers' Judgments, the at1mul1 were
subdivided 1nto two different groups.

The first group of

stimuli rated by the Judging panel consisted of four pairs of
grannnatioally matched utterances (N

•

80) randomly selected

tor each of the LCI point values one- through ten.

Eaoh pair

ot utterances at each point level consisted of a different

2J

type of syntactic structure.

The second group of stimuli

consisted of various types of questions,
phrases,

negatives,

noun

and verb phrases that were not included for analysis

in the Miner and Silverman

(1969)

study.

These stimuli

(N

=

J4)

were included in order to experimentally test the construct
validity of that portion of the LCI scoring system that is
based upon the sequence of emergence data reported by
Bellinger

(1964),

Brown and Bellugi

(1964)

and Cazden

(1965).

Further discussion of the second group or stimuli will appear
in a later section of this chapter.
The relationship between mean scale values and the

(N

LCI values of the first group of stimuli
by means of a Pearson

=

80)

was assessed

Product-Moment correlation coefficient.

0.85.

The resulting correlation coefficient was

This was

interpreted to mean that the two variables rank ordered them
selves in approximately the same manner.
overall correlation
LCI scores

(N

•

Recall that the

coefficient between mean scale values and

114)

was

0. 8?.

This correlation between mean

114

scale values and LCI scores was based on
difference between the

0.85

and the

0.87

The

correlation coef

ficients was not statistically significant
In this first group of stimuli,

stimuli.

(z 3 o.4?).

the question arises

aa to whether or not observers would rate the stimuli aooord1ng to their semantic properties rather than their intricacy
of language usage as instructed.

That 1s,

do observers assign

comparable scale values to utterances syntact1oally matched
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but semantically different?

To answer this question, a l

test was computed between the matched pairs of utterances in
order to determine if a significant difference exists between
the soale values for the two subsets of stimuli.

The result

ing �value (l.85; df

=

level of confidence.

Apparently, the semantic values of the

J8) was not s1gn1f1cant at the .05

stimuli did not appreciably influence the judges• rating.
Again, this is fUrther evidence of the construct validity
ot the

LCI.

'rhe relationship between scale values and LCI scores
1s graphically portrayed as a frequency polygon in Figure l.
The frequency polygon is a visual presentation of the
relationship between two variables.

Figure 1 shows the degree

of association between LCI scores and observers' judgments of
intricacy of language usage.

A relatively linear relationship

exists between these two factors based on a sample size of 33
Judges.

The read.er will recall that the method of sequential

sampling (Silverman, 1968) was used to determine the number
of judges needed to attain a rel1ab111ty level of 0.95 or
better.

A reliability level of 0.97 was achieved with only

33 Judges.
J.

Base� on the resul�s of tn1s studz. J!hat, 1r anz,
9hanges 1n the LC� scoring prooed1.trt are \rut1cated?

The scoring procedure of the LCI was based in part on
the research of Brown and Bellug1 (1964) concerning sequence
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Figure 1.--Frequency polygon depicting the relationship between LCI
scores artd observers' judgments of intricacy of language usage.
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of emergence.

There are also two areas or the LCI, negation

and question, which are d1ff1oult to acore becauae of their
differing effects on observers.

The data gathered from these

three areaa will be reported and d1scuased in the fc:Ulow1ng
aeotiona ot the chapter.

SEQUENCE OF EMERGENCE

The second group of stimuli

(N

•

)4)

exemplify data

on the developmental sequence of language acquisition; they
were included to teat the construct validity or sequence of
emergence as d1sousaed by Brown and Bellug1 (1964) , Cazden

(1965) , and Bellug1 (1964) .

cazden (1965) used both sequence

or emergence and structural complexity criteria 1n evaluating
the oh1ld language samples 1noorporated in her study.
Language samples from these two structures, noun phrase and
verb phrase, were included in the present investigation in
order to determine how the sequence of emergence data would
be rated by the Judging panel; that is, those noun phrase
utterances emerging later, according to Brown and Bellugi

(1964) , should receive higher scale values while those appearing early would receive lower scale values.

In Brown and

Bellug1's (1 964) research they round that in the first stage
of noun phrase emergence, any modifier could be used with any
noun.

When the differentiation process begins, articles are

separated out of the general class of modifiers.

Only later

do children use two modifiers other than articles before a
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noun.

Cazden (1965) reports that children use

verbs before they use auxiliaries.

unmodified

Therefore. a weighted

index would assign more points to an auxiliary plus a verb
than to a verb alone.

With our present state of knowledge,

it is not known when the past tense appears in relation to
other forms but its period of emergence is definitely later.
Samples for noun phrases were taken directly from Brown and
Bellug1 •a work and samples for verb phrases were taken from
Cazden•s work.
Table 1 shows utterances considered by Brown and
Bellugi to be representative of the developmental sequence
of

language acquisition data for noun phrases.

Table 1 also

lists the LCI values and the mean scale values for each pair
of matched utterances.
Inspection of these data reveals that the mean scale
values rank order themselves in

a

manner consistent with

Brown and Bellugi's developmental sequence, 1.e. the judges
rated those stimuli appearing later as higher than those
appearing earlier.

In addition. the mean scale values are

consistent with the LCI•s computed for the sample.
LCI increased so did the scale values assigned.

As the

To deter

mine the significance of the differences in mean scale values
between pairs of stimuli, that is between � and £, l2. and s.
and so forth, a t test was applied.
in Table 2.

The results are reported

All differences were statistically significant

at the .05 level except for the differences between £1 and �
l

and for si.1 and !.l•

In light of the firm and s1gnif1oant trend

shown in all other comparisons, this result may be described
as spurious.

The impact of the utterance n1oe fl911r on the

JUdges was 1n some way not consistent with the psychological
set they had tor the other utterances.
TABLE 1. --Developmental sequence of language acq uisition (noun

phrase) from Brown and Bellugi (19 6 4)

Utterance

LCI

MSV

Q

a .
l
•2·

flower
dog.

1
1

1.5 5
1.52

0.07
0.05

b1 ·
b2.

a flower
a dog

2
2

2.12
1. 94

0.32
O.JJ

01 •
C2•

the flower
the dog

2
2

2. 36
2.00

0.91
0.39

di ·
d
z·

nice flower
big dog

2
2

2.73
2.58

0.74
0.7 5

e .
l
e .
2

a blue flower
the big dog

)

J

J.06
J.OJ

0.77
o. 6s

f .
l
f2·

my big dog

my blue flower

4
4

3. 39
3.70

0.26
0.76

On the basis of these results it would appear that
obeervers tend to rate the intricacy of noun phrase usage in
a manner similar to linguistic findings regarding developmental
sequence of emergence.

Moreover, the noun phrase sequence of

emergence data 1s rank· ordered 1n th� same

manner

by both

methods of analysis (LCI and equal-appearing intervals).
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Finally it should be noted that the dispersion of scale values
generally increases as the length and complexity of the
utterance increases.

However, in no case did Q exceed 0.91,

suggesting relatively high observer agreement for each stimulus.
TABLE 2.--Values of t for tests of s1gn1f1oance of differences
in mean scale values between noun phrase utterances tor
developmental sequence of emergence

Comparisons

*p < .65

•

-

MSV

al
bl

1.5.S
2.12

4.18*

a
b2
2

1.52
1.94

J.68*

b
l
e
l
b2
c2

2.12
2.36

1.24

1.94
2.00

o.49

c
dl
l

2.36
2.73

1.61

0
d2
2

2.00
2.58

2.70*

d
l
e
l

2.73
J.06

1.82

d
2
e
2

2.58
3.03

2.60*

•1
f
1

J.06
3.39

2.J5*

�2

3.03
J.?O

J.02*

2.0�: ar - j2
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Below is a table of the developmental sequence of
Again the reader

language acquisition data for verb phrases.

will find the LCI values and mean scale values listed for the
paired matched utterances.

If the difference between the

mean scale values of a pair of matched utterances was greater
than 0 . 75 at teat was computed.
TABLE 3.--Developmental sequence of language acquisition (verb
phrase) from Cazden (1965 )

Utterance

-

MSV

Q

•1·
•2 ·

I drop
I Jwnp

2
2

2 . 39
2 . 88

o .89
0 . 93

bl.

I dropping
I Jump1ng

)
J

2 . 55
J .18

0 . 72
0 . 98

c .
l

I'm dropping
I'm Jumping

4
4

2 . 67
3 . 52

0 . 78
1 .14

d 1·

I dropped
I jumped

J
J

2 . 36
2 . 97

o . 64
0 . 91

e
l.

He drops
He Jumps

2
2

2 . 67
J .OJ

o .so
0 . 73

b2 .
c2 .

d2 .
•2·
*P

LC!

( . 05

Ill

2 . 6J*

2 . 03, df - J2

The difference between mean scale values for gram
matically matched pair�was analyzed by means of a i test.
The resulting� value for pair� ( 2 . 6)1 df

a

J2 ) was statis

tically significant at the . 05 level of confidence.

The

writer hypothesizes that the statist·ically significant
difference between syntactically matched pair�occurred on
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a semantic basis.

There had to be some semantic attribute

that caused observers to scale the utterances d1tterently.
Two factors oould have been involveda
a matter of frequency of occurrence.

(1)

It could have been

Acoording to a spoken

word count tor five year olds (Wepman and Hass, 1969) Jump
ocours more frequently than drops therefore, I'm Jumping
was scored higher than I'm dropping, and (2)

I'm Jumping

may be a stereotyped response having reduced propositional
value; therefore, judges might have felt it was not as complex
as its matched utterance.

Conceivably the observers felt that

this phrase does not show much ability to string words
together for the purpose of communication.

It could also

have been due to the wide dispersion for this stimuli.

It is

concluded that on the basis of the small sample size, any
further attempts to explain the d1fferenoe between these
utterances would be speculative.
Inspection of the data in Table 4 reveals that the
mean scale values do not rank order themselves 1n a

manner

consistent with Cazden•s developmental sequence, i.e. the
judges did not rate those stimuli appearing later higher than
those appearing earlier.

In addition, the mean scale values

are not consistent with the LCI values computed for the sample.
To determine the significance of the difference in mean scale
values between pairs of st1mul1, that 1s, between � and �.

12. and

it•

and so forth, a i test was computed.

reported in Table 4.

The results are

All differences were not statistically

J2
significant at the .OS level exaept for di fference between �2
and si2 • Beoause of the non-s1gn1t1cant trend shown in all
other oompar1aons, this result may beat be described as
spurious.

The 1mpaot or the utterances I'm .1umP1M and l

Jumped on the judges waa in some way not consi stent with the
psychologioal set they had tor the other utterances.
TABLE 4 . --Values of t for tests of s1gn1f1 oance of differences
in mean scale values between verb phrase utterances tor
developmental sequence of emergence
Comparisons

MSV
2 . 39
2 . 55

o . 66

2 .88
J . 18

1 . 67

2 .55
2 . 67

0 .46

bz
Oz

J . 18
3 . 52

l . J2

cl
dl

2 . 67
2 . 36

1 . 67

02
dz

J . 52
2 . 97

2 .45 *

d
el
l

2 . 36
2.6?

l .OJ

dz
•2

2 . 97
J . OJ

0 .2 7

al
bl

�2
bl
cl

*P

(.05

•

t

-

2 . 0J i dt

•

J2
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On the basis of these results 1t would appear that
observers do not rate the intricacy of verb phrase usage in
a manner similar to linguistic findings regarding develop
mental sequence of emergence .
The writer raises the following points :

1.

The change 1n subjects of some of the stimuli could have
been an influencing factor.

Both first and third person

pronouns were used .

2.

Only the contracted form of the auxiliary Am was used.
Sinoe the observers didn ' t see any difference between
I

dropping

and

I•m dropping,,

1t seems to indicate that

the contracted form of the auxiliary doesn ' t show more
linguistic maturity.

3.

How much d oe s grammaticality influence observers '
ments ?

Judg

This 1s a question that has not been empirically

explored, but needs to be .

4.

The results of this study indicate that revision of the

LCI scoring procedures for verbs needs to be explored.
These data d1d not rank order themselves in a manner the
investigator expected.

Because the sample size was small,

:t'urtber research needs to be done before definite
suggestions concerning revision can be made.

NEGATIVES

Eight utterances containing negatives were included
in the stimuli to determine if the Judging panel would rate

J4
the samples in the same

manne r

as the LCI scoring procedure

suggest s ; that i s ,

assign scale values that are proportionate

t o scoring weight .

Negat ive utterances were included because

their construct validity has not been demonstrated.

The LCI

point system tor negat ives was based on the re search of
Bellugi

(1964) .

Pour di fferent point levels were operationally

defined tor the use or negative s :

1.

When the negat i on appears either at the begin
ning or at the end of the utterance , not
within, and consists of n2. or � and the rest
ot the sentence, score as one point .

2.

Two auxiliary verbs appear in the negative
form, 9an't and �on •t.
The negative element
now appears within the sentence , but may or
may not be connected to an auxiliary verb .
Nominal + no, can ' t , don ' t + main verb 1 s
scored as two point s .
Fu.rthermore , at this
point leve l , the negative also appears in the
demonstrative form at the beginning ot a
sentence in the imperative form.
Demonstra
tive + no or not + nominal i s observed as well
as d on ' t + main verb.

J.

When the negative form appears between the
noun phrase and the present participle , a
we ighting value of three points i s assigned
(NP + Ng + PrFt ) .

4.

The last level exemplifies the adult version
ot the negative.
The sentence includes
appropri ate intonation and i s sc ored as tour
point s .
Auxiliaries are contrasted with the
negative n!,i.
These sentences are or the
In child
form i
Nominal + Aux + Ng + V.
language the verb 12!, i s often missing but i s
now optional .

Below i s Table 5 containing ·the negation stimuli used
in this 1nve st1gat1on.

The LCI value s ,

negative value s ,

mean
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scale values , and the semi-interquartile ranges are listed.
If the difference between mean scale values of a pair of
matohed utterances was greater than 0.75 a � test was computed.
TABLE 5.--St1mul1 representing the four levels of Negatives as
scored in the LCI and defined by Bellugi

LCI

Utterance

Ng

-

MSV

Q

8i .

No wash
Wear mitten no

2
3

1
1

2.06
2.45

0.26
o.68

b •
1
b
2•

I don ' t know
I no bit you

5
6

2
2

4.J9
J.94

1.95
1.14

o •
1
o2 •

Me not crying
I no peeking

6
6

3
3

3 . 76
3.15

o. 84
0. 75

d1 •
d •
2

No, it ian•t
I am not a doctor

7
8

4
4

3.33
5.27

o.85
l.4J

a •
2

*P

(.05

=

2.0J; df

•

7.24*

J2

The resulting � value for pair � (7.2 4 1 dt
s1gn1f1cant at the .05 level of confidence.

•

)2 } was

The investigator

hypothesizes that the statistically s1gn1f1oant difference
between grammatically matched pair a was simply a matter of
semantics.

Although the negative element of these two struc-

tures is scored the same, the entire structures are assigned
differing LCI scoring weights.

one is a more linguisti cally

complex utterance than the other and the writer feels this is
what the observers based their judg�ents on when they rated
one utterance hi gher than the other.

J6
Examination of these data reveals that the mean scale
values did not rank themselves in a manne r consi stent with
the four scoring levels operati onally defined by Bellug1 .

The

mean scale values are not consi stent with the LCI ' s computed
for the sample .

To determine the signifi cance of the dif

ferences in mean scale values between pairs of stimul i , that
i s , between
applied.

�

and �. h and

The results

are

�.

and so forth, a � test was

reported in Table 6.

All differences

were stat1st1oally s1gn1f1cant at the . 05 level except for
the differences between � and .Q.1 and .Q.1 and �1 • Since a
l
significant trend was shown 1n all other compari sons , these
results may be described as spurious .

The impaot or the

utterance Me not crxlng on the judges was in some way not
consi stent with the psychological set they had tor the other
utterances.

In both instances I don't know and No. it isn't

are stereotyped responses .

Although Me not crying shows a

higher level of negation, it has a l ower level of grammati
aal.i ty wh1oh may offset the higher negation level.

The

matched stimuli of each of the above pairs i s a better example
of its part1cluar negative level and these exam.plea shown a
s1gn1fioant difference.
On

the basis of these results 1t would appear that

observers did not tend to rate the 1ntr1oacy ot negative
usage in a manner similar to that indicated by Bellgu1 ' s
researoh .

TABLE 6 . --Value s or t for tests of signifi cance of differences
in mean scale values between negative utterances

MSV

Comparisons

-

�1

a
2
b2
b
cl
l
b2
c2

c
dl
l
c2
d2

*P ( . 05

=

2 . 0J ; df

=

2 . 06
4 . J9

6 .4 7*

2 .45
J . 94

5 .J9*

4 . 39
J . 76

1 . 92

J . 94
J . 15

J . 64 *

3 . 76
J . JJ

1 .4 9

3 . 15
5 .27

? . lJ*

J2

It is suggested by this investigator that the four
level point system tor negatives be reduced to a two level
system.

It i s recognized that some usages of negatives are

more complex than others but not as Bellugi ' s four level system
suggests .

The less complex structures as defined in levels

one and two could be combined to become level one .

The more

complex structures as defined in level three and four could
be combined to become level two.

It seems to the writer that

this would be less confusing to the person assigning scoring
values and be a more aoourate picture ot how these types of
utterances affect observers .

Thia revision of the four level point system for nega
tives was emp1r1cally assessed by the writer.
values

were

Revised scoring

aaa1gned to the negative stimuli and a .Pearson

Product-Moaep.t correlati on was computed between mean soale
values , or1g1nal. LCI values , and revised LCI values .

The

resultillg correlation of mean scale values and original LCI
values was 0 . 35 and the correlation of mean scale values and
revised LCI values was 0 . 3 7 .

The correlation between original

and rert aed LCI values was 0 . 98 .

This was interpreted

to mean :
1.

The reTised LCI scoring procedures tor negatives did not
reotity the discrepancies found between LCI scores and
mean a08le value s .

2.

The reT1sed LCI scoring procedures for negatives were
not drastically changed .

J.

The LCI aoor1ng procedures , as they now stand , are not
assessing negative stimuli included in this investi
gati on as observers perceive the same stimuli .

Below 1s Table 7 showing the mean scale values as compared to
original and revi sed LCI scoring values for negative s .
In compari son to the total number of stimul i , only a
few samples of negation were included for rating.

The

results of this investigation are only speculative and repre
sent an attempt by the author to interpret what actually
happened .

More research i s needed in this area using more

stimuli dealing only with negatives to determine more in
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detail the manner in whioh this type of stimuli affects
observers.

It 1 s recognized that this is a d1tt1cult area

1n which to aasign point values as well as for observers to
give a perceptual rating; thereto� . more research would aid
in setting a more aoourate assessment ot this aspect of
child language .
TABLE 7 . --original compared to revi sed LCI values for negatives

MSV

Original
LCI

Revised
LC!

No wash
wear m1 ttens no

2 . 06
2 .45

2
3

2
J

bl .
b2 .

I don ' t know
I no bit you

4 . 39
J . 94

5
6

4
5

cl .
c .
2
d1 ·
d.2 .

Me not crying
I no peeking

J . 76
J .15

6
6

5
5

No, it isn ' t
I am not a doctor

J . JJ
5 .27

8

7

5
6

Utterances
al .
a2 .

QUESTIONS
Four question utterances were included in the stimuli
to see 1f the judging panel would rate the samples in the same
manne r

as the scoring procedure suggest s .

These utterances

were included because their construct validity had not been
demonstrated .

The point system for . questions was based on

the research of Bellugi (1964 ) .
of questions :

She d1st1ngu1shes two levels
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1.

·rhere are no auxiliaries and no subject-verb
inversion. There are a few negative
questions. All are scored as one point .

2.

Yee-no questions contain an auxiliary or
some form of do. These are scored as two
points (Aux + Nominal + V + ? )
The
auxiliary component oan have an opti onal
negative attachment (Aux + Ng + Nominal
+ V + ?)
Sometimes the auxiliaries are
not inverted. The auxiliary i s optional
1n .!h questions.
•

•

Below is Table 8 showing the question stimuli rated
by the observers.

The LCI , question, mean scale values , and

semi-interquartile range values
TABLE

are

listed.

8 . --st1mul1 representing the two levels of que stions as
soored 1n the LCI as defined by Bellugi

Utterance

Q

?

2 .45
2 . 91

o . 86
O.J8

4 . JJ
4 . 06

0 . 94
0 . 35

81 .

Mommy eggnog?
What cowboy see?

�

1
l

b .
l
b .
2

Is mommy talking?
What he i s writing?

6

2
2

a .
2

MSV

-

LCI

7

Inspection of these data reveals that the mean scale
values rank order themselves in a

manne r

consi stent with the

two scoring levels operati onally defined by Bellug1 .

To

determine the s1gnit1 cance ot the difference 1n mean scale
values between pairs of stimul i , that i s , between � and 12..

� and .2.• and so forth, a ! test was ·computed.
are reported in Table 9.

The results

All differences were stat 1 st1oally
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significant at the . 05 level .

On the basis of these results

it would appear that observers tend to rate the 1ntr1cacy of
question usage in a

manner

s1m1lar to what Bellu.g1 ' s

research 1nd1cates .
TABLE 9 . --Values of i for tests of sign1f1aance of differences

in mean scale values between question utterances

compari sons

1ti> < . OS

• 2. 0J ; df

=

MSV
2 .4 5
4 . JJ

5 . 7 8*

2 . 91
4 . 06

J . SJ*

J2

Further research in the form of replication needs to
be done to determine the effects of perceived values or
questions on observers ' rat1ngs, using many more samples than
were included here t o see what really does occur 1n this
aspect ot child language .

Again , this investigation was only

an attempt to determine how observers perceive this aspect of
child language

and

the results are tentative.

In summary, the results of this inve stigation indi
cated that observers oan reliably (�

•

0 . 9 7 ) scale single

utterances representing 5 7 different grammat i cal structures
obtained from child language samples.

The correlation ( 0 . 87 )

between LCI scores and observers ' judgments of intricacy of
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language usage suggests that the LCI i s a highly sensitive
indicator of the impact child language has on observers.
The construct validity of the LCI was demonstrated.

At this

time no changes in the LCI scoring procedure are indicated.
The LCI possesaes suff1o1ent reliability and validity
characteri stics for assessing expressive language abilities
1n oh1ldren five years of age and younger.

·

CHA.Pl'ER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Investigators disenchanted with established methods
of evaluating ohild language have begun testing the usetul
ness of new measures to analyze verbal output .

One suoh

method of language assessment i s the length-complexity index
(LC! ) as first proposed by Shriner (196? ) .

There are d1s

ouss1 ona 1n the literature of the LCI scoring prooedure
( Miner, 1969) and its rel1ab1l1ty (Barlow and Miner, 1969,
Griffith and Miner, 1969) but its construct validity has not
been demonstrated.
Until thi s time the LCI had not been shown to assess
child language as it is perceived by observers .

By demon

strating its oonstruot validity a researcher oould show the
LCI to assess children ' s language development appropriately.
This would involve oomparing LCI scoring values and
observers ' Judgments .
The general purpose of this investigation was to
assess the construct validity or the LCI .

Specifically, the

following questions were posed at the outset of this study :
l.

Can observers reliably scale single utterances repre
senting 57 different grammatical structures obtained
from child language samples ?

4J
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2.

\Vhat 1 s the relationship between LCI scores and observers '
judgment s of intricacy of language ?

J.

Based on the results of this study, what , 1 f any, changes
in the LCI scoring procedure are indicated?
Psychological scaling has been proven usefUl. in

assessing children ' s language development as demonstrated in
several recent investigations (Nelson, 1966; Sherman, Shriner,
and Silverman , 1965 ; Shriner, 196 7 ; Shriner and Sherman ,

1967: Sherman and Silve rman , 1968; and Miner and Silverman,
1969 ) .

For these investigati ons the method of equal-appearing

intervals ( FA.wards , 195 7 ) was used.

The psychol ogi cal

scaling method of equal-appearing intervals was chosen for
use in this 1nve at1gat1on.

A seven-point equal-appearing

intervals scale ot intricacy of language usage was employed
with one representing least intricacy and seven representing
most intricacy .
Language production increase s in length as well as 1n
complexity with increasing chronological age .

The weighting

system used to assess complexity of response was questi oned
( Darley and Moll, 1960; Min1f1e, Darley, and She rman , 1 963 )
and recent 1nve st1gat1 ons have indicated that the Mean Length
Response ( MLR ) i s not a valid measure of language development
( Shriner, 1969a M1n1f1e, Darley, and She rman , 1963 ) .
·rhererore , a procedure which combines both length and oom
plex1 ty of response into a single measure may prove to be
more uaefUl than either or the above measures used
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independently ( Shriner, 1967 ) .

In comparing seleoted measures

with psychological soale values of language development
Shriner (1967 ) found that 1n the multiple-regression analysis
the length-oomplex1ty measure remained as the single, best
predictor ot psyohologioal scale values of language development.
A length-complexity measure was formed ( Shriner, 1969)
by relying on the research of Menyuk (1964a ) and Cazden
°
Cl96.5 ) .

I t i s a lingui stic measure designed to make a

composite analysis of sentence length and sentence complexity.
Both length and complexity are considered together (not
independently ) according to a numeric weighting system.
Barlow and Miner (1969 ) assessed the temporal reliability or
the LCI and the MLR and found the intraclass correlati on
ooeft1c1ent for MLR was r
1

•

0 . 65 compared to r
1

•

0 . 80 for

the LCI .
Transcripts ot tape recorded language samples from
the speech of 17 sub ject s , 10 males and 7 females, within
two months of age tive were available from another experi
ment (Barlow and Miner, 1969 ) .

Each utterance was analyzed

according to the LCI scoring procedures (Miner, 1969 ) .
Porti ons of these utterances served as the stimuli for this
investigation.

The stimuli rated by the observers consisted

of four pairs of grammat 1oally matched utterances randomly
selected for each LCI point value one through ten.

Each pair

of utterances at eaoh point level consisted of a di fferent
type of syntactic structure.

Thi s constituted an initial
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corpus of 80 stimuli .

In additi on , 22 examples of develop

mental language acquisition data (Brown and Ballugi , 1964:
Cazden, 1965 ) and 12 examples of the two categories of
negatives taken from Miner ' s (196 9 ) LCI scoring procedures
were included .

A total of 114 individual utterances

were scaled.
The judging panel was compri sed of

J3

undergraduate

students in the Department of Speech at Eastern Illinois
University.

The stimuli to be scaled were presented visually,

via a typed manuscript .
In answer t o question one , can observers reliably
scale single utterances repre senting 57 different gram
ms.t1ca1 structures obtained from child language samples, the
resulting � was 0 . 97 as determined by an intraclass corre
lation coefficient .

This was interpre.ted to mean that

observers can reliably sc&le single utterances representing
57 different grammatical structures obtained from child
language sampl e s .
In answer t o que stion two, what i s the relationship
between LCI scores and observers • Judgm•nts of intri cacy of
language usage , the resulting l: was 0 . 87 as determined by
means of a Pearson Product-Moment correlation coeff1 eient .
This suggests that the LCI 1. s a highly sensitive indicator of
observers' judgments of intricacy of language usage when
those Judgments are based upon single utterances.
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In answe r t o the
of this

study,

what .

third question,

i f any ,

cedure are indicated,

based on the

LCI

changes i n the

result s

scoring pro

a Pearson Product-Moment c orrelati on

coefficient was used to assess the relationship between mean
scale values and the
stimuli

(N

=

80 )

LC!

values for the first group of

and the resulting �

=-

0 . 85 .

This was inter

preted to mean that the two variable s rank ordered themselves
in approximately the same manner .
·rhe

second group or stimuli

(N

:s

)4)

dealt w1 th

developmental sequence of noun phrase emergence ,
emergence,

negat ion,

according to the

LCI .

verb phrase

and que stion utterances as sc ored
Data dealing with noun phrases revealed

that the mean scale values rank ordered themselves in a

manner

c onsistent with cazden ' s developmental sequence .

Al s o the mean scale values were not consi stent with the

LCI

values computed for the sample .
Negative utterances were included from the
sc oring procedure to determine 1 f the
rate the sample s i n the same
sugge s t s .

manne r

LCI

judging panel would

as the

scoring procedure

The data revealed that the mean scale values did

not rank order themselves in a manner consi stent with the
four scoring levels operati onally defined by Bellug1 .
Question utterances were al so included in the stimuli
t o see i f the
same

manne r

Judging panel would rate the

sample s in the

as the scoring procedure sugge s t s .

The data

revealed that the mean scale values rank ordered themselves
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1n

a.

ally

manner

consistent with the two scoring levels operation

defined by Bellug1 .
It

i s concluded that at this

time

on the basis of

thi s investigati on, no changes need to be made in the scoring
procedure of the LCI until further research i s done with
larger sample sizes.

Further research 1a need on specific

types of verb phrases and negatives .

The LCI i s a beneficial

tool that will aid the speech pathol ogist 1n analyzing
language development in children five years and younger .

APPENDI X I

Name ------ .Age

___

Date

Cb1l�ren's Oral Language samples

__

____

____

1.

he jumps

2.

what cowboy see

)

her teddy-bear fall

•

4.

I no peeking

5.

wanna

6.

there ' s a dish and there ' s a cup

1.

' cause the dog wanted it

8.

he ' a runn1n' back in the garage

9.

he ' s gett1n' out of the box

10.

gonna

11 .

the girl , she ' s look1n' at the kitty-cat

12 .

the bunny-rabbit got into the dog ' s food

-- 13.

Sally

14 .

rain

____

15.

an ' the dog ' s h1d1n' in the flowers

____

16.

he 'll splash all over • em

17.

lookin ' at the boy

18.

he ate it

19.

he drops

__

__

__

__
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20.

mad

21 .

' n ' she ' s takin' a pencil in her book

22 .

the flower

2J.

no wash

24.

there ' s a car and a kid fell out

25 .

I no bit you

26.

catch him

27.

sett1n ' down

28.

I jumping

29.

watch1n' her

)0.

me not crying

_

Jl .

I don ' t know

--

32 .

an ' a frog was Just sett1n' there

JJ.

• cause it ' s raining

)4.

it ' s rainin'

35 .

pa1nt1n'

36.

and he ' s playin' on the swing-set

37.

spank him

)8.

the big dog

39.

give it to me

40 .

I jump

41 .

she ' s gonna find the dog

42.

he likes it

4) .

she ' s gonna, she ' s g1tt1n' the umbrella away
from the dog

44.

and a barn, and a tree, and a fence

--

--

--

--

____

--

--

__

--

__

--

--

--

--

____

____

--

--

--

--

____

__
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4S .

i n the house

__

46 .

the dog

__

47.

uh--1t ' s a l i on-tamer and the l i on got out

48 .

she ' s tak1 n '

__

49 .

I dropping

--

so.

' n-- ' n--she ' s look1 n '

--

51 .

the dog i s pull1n:

__

52 .

they ' re wash1n ' the dog in the pan

53.

and she 1 s pa1nt1n '

54.

I ' m Jumping

55.

hurt s

56.

my blue flower

--

57.

back home

__

s a.

watching him

--

59 .

wear mitten no

60.

I am not a doctor

--

61 .

' cause he

__

62 .

flower

--

63.

and

__

64.

runni n '

65 .

he ' s h1d1n'

--

66 .

he runned home

--

67 .

no,

it

--

68.

an '

the daddy was

-- 6 9 .

dog

_

__

__

__

__

---

__

--

70.

the umbrella away from the doggy

was

on it

eat 1 n 1

she ' s cuttin '

at a book

h i s food

a picture

for her si ster

after
under hi s book

i sn ' t
just

standln '

the dog got 1n the bunny ' s food

there
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71.

wake up

?2 .

he ' s hangin ' onto the bucket

__

7).

the kitten, the kitten is look1n ' lookin ' at 1t

__

74.

nice flower

__

15 .

a blue tlower

__

76.

I dropped

--

11.

git

__

__

18.
19.

X. ' d go in after him

____

80.

they 're paatin '

--

81.

pull hard

__

82.

tor the rain

__

8) .

take him back home

__

84 .

her doll fell

__

85 .

h• ' • gonna oatch a--gonna catch--rab·b1 t

86 .

Jll7 b1g dog

____

8?.

oh--um--walk1n ' in the rain

__

88.

a tlower

89.

1a mommy talking

90.
91.
92 .

they 're tak1n ' the book off him

talk1n '

93 .

uh--he ' s bustin ' a puddle of mud

94.

he ' s putt1n ' a face on the kitty

95.

' cause he ' s eat1n 1 her food

96 .

a dog

__

__

__

__

____

__

__

__

____

__

.MOJIUIY eggnog

there ' s a girl and there ' s a mom
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____

____

____

97.

an ' the dog ' s lay1n ' in the flowers

98.

she ' s ma.kin' a rabbit

99.

and a dog, and a girl . and a boy

....100
..,.

__

•

_...101 .

__

.

I ' m dropping
he ' s go1n' at his bed

--:102 .

I Jwnped

--il03.

she ' s com1n • home

104.

big dog

105.

four

_

106 .

she dropped her teddy-bear

_.107.

Spot ' s carry1n' the umbrella

_
_

_

_

_

__

108.

_
_

about pa1nt1n '

-�109.

he wants it

110 .

she whipped her doll;y

111 .

what he i s writing

_
_
_
_

_...112
.
.

_

113.

_
__

_.1 14.

_

she ' s chasing him
• cause the dog went home
I drop

APPENDIX II

Instz:y.c t1gps to Ob1eryer1

·

You are asked to judge a series of utterances of
children' s oral language which are presented in written
rorm .
You are to Judge each sample in relation to a seven
point scale of "Intr1oaoy ot Language Usage . '' Intricacy
ot langu�e usage, tor purpose• of this experiment is
defined as the ap111tY �o 1tr1.gg wQrd.s together tgr the
purpose 2r oonveY1pg 1nr2rmat+2n • For example, consider
the following tour utterance• which might be judged to
vary with respect to intricacy of language usage as
defined here t
a.

b.
c.

d.

dog
the b1g dog
the big dog is runni ng
the big dog is running around the house

It is obvious that these examples vary with respect to
type of word order arrangement tor purposes of
conveying information.
Make your judgment on the basis of each individual
utterance.
Avoid being influenced by grammatical cor
rectness; for example, 11we was " and "we were " while
different grammatically do not differ with respect to
Also, do not give a rating
intricacy of word arrangement .
based upon a judgment of the extent of vocabulary: tor
example, "big size " and "extensive area" are equivalent a s
far as the intricacy o f arrangement is concerned, but they
probably would not be considered equivalent if judged �or
the purpose of rating extent of vocabulary.
The scale 1s one of equal 1nterval s--from ! to z-
w1th l representing least 1ntr1oaoy of language usage and
l repre8ent1ng most 1ntr1oacy; ! represents the midpoint
between l and 2 with respect to intricacy; the other
numbers fall at equal distance, along the soale.
Do not
attempt to place samples between any two of the seven
points, but only at these point s .
Each language sample i s preceded by a number.
task will be to record your judgment on your answer
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Your
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sheet to the lett of the 1dent1fy1ng number of the
language sampl e .
Following there will be 114 utterances to be rated
on the ? point scale . These utterance s were obtained by
requesting children to respond to picture stimuli . They
were al•o encouraged to speak by asking them questions and
by making comment s as needed. These questions and comment s
are not included in the material you are to judge . All of
the utterances are in response to the same set ot picture s .
Betore 7ou record any Judgment s , read quickly
through the 114 utteranoes 1n order to acquaint yourself
with the experimental task and the range or utterances
which you are requested to judge with respect to the
1ntr1cac7 ot language usage .
Atter you have acquainted yourself with the range
and the task, make a judgment on every sample . It you are
somewhat 4oubttul, make a guess as to the most suitable
scale position.
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